IT’S SHOW TIME!
THERMORE IS GOING BACK TO ISPO AND OUTDOOR RETAILER + SNOW SHOW,
WITH A NEW IGLOUNGE. PRESENTING THERMORE® FREEDOM, THE COMFORTABLE INSULATION.

ISPO and Outdoor Retailer have both become essential events for Thermore, the renowned Italian company
which has been producing thermal insulation dedicated to apparel for over 45 years.
In 2018, Thermore will be present at both shows with its Iglounge, the igloo booth that represents protection
from the cold. It will be presented with a new look and shape, it has grown in size, with a new set-up and an
exhibition space that displays the most innovative garments of their customers.
Many top brands which trust and collaborate with Thermore have developed innovative new products for the
upcoming season.
Aigle, Callaway Golf, Chicco, Colmar, EA7, Karbon Skiwear, Mountain Equipment, Norheim, Peak Performance,
Puma, Regatta, Rock Experience, Spidi and Sportful are just some of the brands that have made the decision
to use Thermore® insulation. These brands have contributed garments to create a gallery inside the ISPO
booth which will highlight items from their new collections.

After paying special attention to market demands, Thermore developed Freedom.
Thermore® Freedom is the new thermal insulation designed to meet the demands of customers looking for
comfort and freedom of movement.
Freedom has an elasticity of 40%, allowing it to follow the movement of the body and ensure a better fit and
comfort.
Thermore® has always been synonymous for warmth, softness, quality, reliability, research and comfort.
With Freedom, Thermore® offers an extended range of products, proposing an insulation that goes beyond the
concept of warmth but aims at a 360° comfort.

THERMORE®

FREEDOM
always comfortable.
EXCELLENT COMFORT LEVEL

SUPERIOR STRETCH CAPABILITY

RECOVERS TO ITS ORIGINAL SHAPE

PATENTED FIBER MIGRATION CONTROL

EASY CARE

THERMORE®
Thermore was founded in 1972 in Milan and is a worldwide leader in the research, production and marketing of thermal insulation for
apparel with operations in Europe, USA and Asia including production facilities in Thailand and offices in Hong Kong.
The global presence of the Thermore Group makes it possible for international clients to benefit from its market leading experience at a
convenient and cost effective price point.
Thermore's current product range includes Classic, Ecodown®, EVOdown®, Freedom and Thermal Booster.
Thermore is a member of the Outdoor Industry Association (www.outdoorindustry.org), SnowSports Industries America
(www.snowsports.org) and of the Camera Nazionale della Moda Italiana (www.cameramoda.it).
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